Capture Content Earlier
And Easier.

Drastically And Rapidly Reduce Costs Associated With Cumbersome, DocumentBased Business Applications And Easily Transform Operations with Encapture.

C

apture is where Enterprise Content

Management (ECM) begins. The sooner, more
safely, and more accurately content enters
your ECM ecosystem, the better everything
downstream will flow.

easily transfers it to your imaging workflow or
archiving system.
Encapture customers typically realize
a Return-on-Investment (ROI) within the first 12
months, some much sooner.

Imagine Solutions’ Encapture was built from
the ground up to be the single point of
content capture for your enterprise.
It is simple, intuitive, secure, and scalable, and
it allows thousands of capture stations to be
managed through a central point of administration.
Whether you have 20 or 20,000 locations,
Encapture securely acquires content from
anywhere inside or outside the organization, in a consistent and uniform way, and

an enterprise distributed capture solution
from Imagine Solutions

“It’s hard to think of an easier way to
eliminate millions of dollars of expense
with so little disruption – one of
the smoothest implementations I’ve
managed. Now that we have the
documents captured we can focus on
process improvements with ECM.”
client svp, central operations,
a large u.s. bank

The Complete Enterprise Capture Platform.
Transformative

Enhances business processes by
guiding users, seamlessly
integrating capture into
business applications while
eliminating the risk of inaccurate
document separation and
indexing with database lookups.

Comprehensive

Maintains strict quality and
security guidelines supporting
a variety of authentication
methodologies, data
encryption, tamper-proof
batches, and sophisticated
group and user role definitions.
Supports a wide diversity of
devices from any TWAIN
supported desktop scanner to
most major multi-function
devices. Supports many
different client types from
networked multifunction
peripherals, to browser based
capture, to Microsoft Office
integration and more.

Straightforward

Improves operational efficiency by
reducing deployment and
upgrade expenses with
centralized administration. Real
time batch monitoring allows
you to maintain visibility into
batch processing workflow.

Functionality designed
to drive document capture
at the first point of touch.
Highly Secure –

from the moment Encapture® acquires
content, that content is encrypted –
both in flight and at rest – and maintained
as tamper proof.

User Friendly –

making complex capture processes simple
for your users. Encapture® provides a
guided user experience and can be easily

Enable capture from
a wide range of contexts,
all from a cohesive,
user-friendly platform.
Distributed Web Capture

The Web Client is a feature-rich end
user function in Encapture, providing full
document capture capabilities within a
Web browser and the ability to monitor
in-process content.

Multifunction Peripheral

Encapture for Multifunction Peripheral

deployed in virtually any use case.

support provides the ability to capture

Broadly Extensible –

imaging devices from the leading MFP

extensive process management through
configurations and extensions enable
tailoring of the capture flow.

Seamless Integration –

captures and indexes content and data at
the first point of touch through the most
comprehensive set of capture points
directly driven by your business
applications.

Scalable –

Encapture grows with your business.

paper documents at shared, networked
manufacturers. It is fully integrated
into the device front panel, displaying
a simple, easy to follow interface that
guides the end user through the process.

Application Integration

The Application Integration Wizard
provides out-of-the-box integration with
Microsoft Office and the Windows File
System providing the ability to capture
electronic content directly from the
application from which the content is
received or created. It is launched directly
from an end user’s line-of-business

application, such as a POS system, CRM, or
electronic forms solution.

Print Drivers

The Encapture Print Driver uses a print
driver interface to allow content to be
sent to Encapture from any application
with the ability to print, including Web
browsers, Adobe PDF viewers, content
authoring tools, and electronic forms
solutions.

Document Requests

The Document Request Wizard is a unique
function that allows the capture process
to be a participant in the workflow

Encapture provides a single, powerful path for every kind of content entering your enterprise.

paper
documents,
emails,
electronic
documents,
faxes,
electronic
images,
audio files
& videos

process, such as an email or Website to
support document capture inside and
outside the corporate firewall.

Mobile Devices

The Encapture Mobile client provides

“Encapture has been a strategic success for
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missing, Encapture
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lets you know.

capture
Capture content right away
from any device. Anywhere.

index

E n c a p t u r e

us, not just an operational improvement.

Document Type

Encapture assigns metadata
to content for easy retrieval.

It lets our advisors focus on the customer and

SEND

helps us to retain our most valuable advisors.

deliver

Content can be classified, indexed and

The operational benefits of cost savings

Content is delivered to any

optimized, all from the palm of your hand.

and compliance just enrich the ROI for us.”

the ability to capture paper documents by
using the camera on mobile devices.

Unattended Batch Capture

Encapture’s Discovery Service polls source
locations for content and automatically
initiates the capture process from external

IT Business Liaison, Leading
Financial Planning provider

system or workflow. It’s simple,
intuitive, secure and scalable.

ECM

save

systems like FAX and email servers.
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Want to know what
Encapture can do for you?

encapture facts

Call today!

Over 10% of all US bank branches use Encapture

866-924-9935 • 214-572-3600
EncaptureSales@ImagineSolutions.com
www.ImagineSolutions.com
1501 LBJ Freeway, Suite 790,
Dallas, TX 75234

Single implementation of over 10,000 Capture stations
Encapture deployments across multiple vertical industries including:
• Retail Banking

• Mortgage Servicing
• State Government
• City Government
• Insurance
and more
Despite 25 years of scanning and sending document images,
most organizations barely capitalize on the benefits available
from true content capture, which should run as much as:
• 30%-50% productivity gain
• 3x-10x customer response time improvement *

* Source: Association of Information and Image Management (AIIM)

